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A B S T R A C T

Wave Energy Converters (WECs) have the potential to serve dual purposes, generating power and protecting
coastlines. Although traditionally the focus has been on maximizing power generation for cost-effectiveness,
growing impacts of climate change have made coastal protection increasingly imperative. However, power
production and coastal protection have been addressed separately, missing potential synergies. This paper
addresses this gap by conducting a bi-objective analysis to investigate the interactions between power
extraction and wave attenuation for a single Oscillating Surge Wave Converter (OSWC) and WEC farms of
three and five units.

A linear Power Take-Off (PTO) system, with passive and reactive control strategies, is examined. By varying
the PTO parameters, we assess their influence on both power production and wave field attenuation. Results
demonstrate a significant impact of the PTO choice on wave attenuation, with a similar trend observed for
power production. This finding highlights the potential for a trade-off, where maximizing wave attenuation
may come at the cost of moderate energy output. Furthermore, the interactions observed within the WEC
farms enhance this trend.

The study emphasizes the importance of a holistic approach to WEC technology development, promoting
sustainable and resilient harnessing of wave energy resources, considering both power generation and coastal
protection.
1. Introduction

In recent years, the importance of offshore renewable energy
sources in achieving net zero energy targets and complete decarboniza-
tion has become evident, since they can complement and diversify
a resilient energy mix [1]. Offshore wind is expected to contribute
significantly to the installed capacity, while Wave Energy Converters
(WECs) are envisioned to provide a more reliable and stable base load,
thus reducing the demand for energy storage [2]. This has prompted
both policymakers and the industry to focus on enhancing knowledge
about array configurations of floating WECs [3].

On the one hand, the rated power of an individual WEC is usually
relatively small, compared to grid requirements or other renewable
energy plants, such as offshore wind turbines; on the other hand, WECs
are normally costly for both the capital (CapEx) and operational (OpEx)
expenditures [4]. Therefore, it is usually convenient to group WECs in
farms [5], in order to leverage cost sharing, including CapEx reduction
of the electric infrastructure and cable connection to the grid, and
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E-mail addresses: beatrice.battisti@polito.it (B. Battisti), giuseppe.giorgi@polito.it (G. Giorgi), gvf@build.aau.dk (G.V. Fernandez).

potentially shared mooring system, as well as convenient optimization
of operational expenditure for planned or corrective maintenance.

The primary and most evident objective of a wave energy farm
and its design process is to maximize the overall power absorption
while simultaneously minimizing the levelized cost of energy (LCoE).
Minimizing costs is closely related to reducing the overall footprint
of the farm, as WECs installed further apart would require longer
cable connections and potentially higher operational expenses. There-
fore, it is generally reasonable to expect that minimizing costs also
involves minimizing the overall distance between WECs. However,
wave–structure interactions introduce complex modifications to the
wave field surrounding each WEC, caused by diffraction and radiation
effects. As a result, finding the optimal WEC–WEC coupling layout is
often challenging and not intuitive. In fact, depending on the char-
acteristics of both the floaters and the waves, alternating regions of
destructive and potentially constructive interactions can be observed.
Moreover, the WEC–WEC influence is affected by the farm layout:
in [6], the power production of a farm over a range of inter-device
vailable online 20 November 2023
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distances is evaluated in realistic wave climates. The authors find that
small distances and large array sizes enhance destructive interactions
and thus, power loss.

A typical metric to quantify the performance of a farm, compared
to a single WEC, is the so-called 𝑞-factor [7]: it is defined as the
ratio between the actual productivity and the idealized case where
interactions are neglected; therefore, the higher the 𝑞-factor the bet-
ter, where 𝑞 > 1 stands for constructive synergy. Most of the body
of research in this topic concerns methods to optimize the 𝑞-factor
y conveniently modifying the farm layout, in space and potentially
umber of devices, while including techno-economic metrics (e.g., cost
f the electric cable [8]) and boundary constraints (e.g., minimum
nd maximum allowable distance between devices [9] or predefined
eciprocal structure [10]). Genetic algorithms are a popular choice to
andle such a complex multi-variate problem, since the dimension of
he state vector to be optimized is normally too large for an exhaustive
earch [11,12].

In addition to layout optimization, recently attention has been
rawn also on the energy-maximization control problem [13] of a farm,
here centralized, distributed and decentralized approaches are shown

o differ significantly and impact the overall productivity of the farm.
n open access dataset has also been provided, related to a wave tank
xperimental campaign with up to 5 WECs [14].

Besides renewable energy production, a secondary beneficial effect
f a WEC farm is to contribute to coastal protection [15]; indeed,
oastal erosion is becoming a growing concern, partly driven by the
ffects of climate change [16]. Current state of the art solutions [17]
ncompass groynes, breakwaters, or barriers, which may present one
r more of the following drawbacks: impact on marine life, turbidity,
agoon effects, danger to bathers, visual impact, among others. WECs
ffer the potential to mitigate some of such issues, since they do have
he ability to modify the wave field in their lee: although local increases
n wave height are possible, especially close to the floating devices due
o the radiated waves, an overall attenuation is obtained.

Although usually seen just as a secondary result, normally over-
hadowed by energy production, the coastal protection by-product of
EC farms may be the decisive factor in the decision-making process.

ndeed, given the substantial costs associated with coastal erosion and
amage, incorporating WEC farms into the coastal protection strategy
an lead to a reduction in wear on existing structures, minimize erosion,
nd lower associated risks. This cost synergy is essential in decreasing
verall expenditure while increasing value, ultimately enhancing the
conomic viability of WECs [5].

In literature, several studies quantify the wave attenuation abil-
ty of a farm of WECs, usually considering overtopping or flap-type

ECs [18]. In a technology-agnostic study carried out by [19], various
ransmission coefficients were utilized to simulate scenarios ranging
rom the absence of wave energy absorption to the ideal case of full
bsorption by the farm. It is important to highlight that it is common to
implify the wave–WEC interaction problem with a trivial transmission
oefficient within far-field approaches, such as the spectral model used
n [19], since the effectiveness of a WEC in absorbing energy is closely
inked to its transmission coefficient [20]. A similar approach is used
y [21] to simulate an overtopping device, modeling it as a circular
bstacle with constant reflection and transmission coefficients. Some
ensitivity analysis is performed in [22], where the role of the distance
rom shore of a given farm of overtopping is analyzed and discussed. To
vercome the simplification of the wave–WEC interaction, [23] uses a
odel coupling a BEM solver for the near-field and a wave propagation
odel for the far-field. The authors evaluated the wake effects of a farm

f flap-type devices without optimizing the power production. A similar
umerical approach was used by [24] to study the power production
nd layout optimization of different farm configurations of flap-type
evices. Different control techniques are used by [25–27] to combine
2

ptimal array layout design and optimal control performance. Although
a co-design approach is implemented, it is focused on energy maximiza-
tion or cost reduction, and the assessment of coastal protection is never
considered.

Different types of WEC are present in the literature of coastal
protection applications of WEC farms. [28] presents both experimental
and numerical results for a floating attenuator with a hinged horizontal
flap: several wave and installation conditions are investigated, but the
properties of the system are kept constant and are not considered as
control variable. [29] evaluates the field effects of a farm of both
heaving point absorbers and oscillating surge WECs while varying the
Power Take-Off (PTO) model; however, no optimization is pursued. A
floating overtopping WEC is tested, in two different geometries, in a
laboratory tank to investigate coastal protection performance against
flooding [30]. The influence of sea level rise on the performance of a
dual wave farm is tackled in [31], combining a spectral wave propaga-
tion model and a sediment transport formulation. In [32], an Artificial
Neural Network is developed for the assessment of the efficiency of
a WEC farm for coastal protection. All these studies, however, focus
on the effect of the presence of a farm on the nearby shore, never
considering the possible energy extraction.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, the body of literature in wave
energy conversion considers either one of the two aspects:

(i) control and layout optimization, without considering the total
wave field attenuation within the objective function, or

(ii) quantification of the wave attenuation of a given WEC farm,
without tuning the PTO or modifying the layout with the explicit
purpose to maximize coastal protection.

While a preliminary exploration of concurrent power extraction and
wave attenuation is conducted in [33] for a small floating WEC farm, it
is noteworthy that comprehensive research on this topic is notably lack-
ing in the existing literature. However, in principle, it can be reasonably
expected that varying the control action to optimize power extraction
will also modify the wave attenuation field. Therefore, the novelty of
this paper is to argue that both productivity and wave attenuation
should be concurrently considered as eligible objective functions. The
interplay between these objectives is quantitatively explored to assess
their degree of equivalence. Specifically, the study aims to determine
whether optimizing for the highest power extraction automatically
leads to maximizing coastal protection, and vice versa. If there is a
strong correlation between the respective optima, it implies that these
optimization objectives are interchangeable and equivalent. However,
if there are significant differences between the optimum solutions, it
becomes crucial to make a conscious engineering choice regarding their
priority.

Regarding layout optimization, this trade-off becomes a static deci-
sion that cannot be modified once implemented. In contrast, the tuning
of the control strategy offers more flexibility, as it can be dynamically
adjusted online. Consequently, it becomes possible to vary the compro-
mise between power extraction and coastal protection based on factors
such as sea state, period of the year (considering other uses of the sea
in maritime spatial planning), coastal conditions, or the condition of
the WEC itself. This dynamic control strategy allows for adaptable and
context-specific optimization based on real-time considerations.

In summary, the purpose and novelty of this paper is to quantita-
tively elaborate on the interplay between the two beneficial uses of
WECs described above, namely clean energy production and coastal
protection. Additionally, it delves into multi-objective optimization
by creating a Pareto front through an exhaustive search for control
parameters. Two different WECs have been firstly considered (a floating
pitching WEC and an oscillating surging WEC), since the significance of
wave attenuation capability with respect to power production depends
on both hydrodynamic characteristics and the working principle of the
WEC. However, the focus of this paper is not an exhaustive treatment

of design choices for different classes of WECs, nor layout optimization,
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but rather the study of the influence that tuning PTO parameters has
on both power production and the resulting perturbed wave field.

The reminder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the nu-
merical model, based on linear potential flow implemented via bound-
ary element method, while Section 3 presents and compares the char-
acteristics of the two WECs herein considered. Consequently, the in-
fluence of the control strategy is thoroughly analyzed in Section 4,
for a single device. In Section 5 the farms of three and five OSWCs
are investigated. Finally, Section 6 presents some final remarks and
conclusions.

2. Numerical model

This study employs the BEM (Boundary Element Method), a poten-
tial flow theory-based approach, in which the fluid is assumed to be
inviscid and incompressible, and the flow irrotational.

Thus, defining the spatial variable 𝐱 = (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), and the temporal
variable 𝑡, there exists a velocity potential 𝛷(𝐱, 𝑡) = Re[𝜙(𝐱) ei𝜔𝑡],
atisfying Laplace’s equation ∇2𝜙 = 0 in the entire domain, with 𝜔 the
ngular wave frequency.

Considering small amplitude motions of a body in the domain, and
mall wave amplitude, a linearity assumption is justified. Consequently,
he free surface, defined as:

= −i𝜔
𝑔
𝜙|𝑧=0, (1)

with gravity 𝑔, depends on the total perturbed potential 𝜙𝑃 :

𝜙𝑃 = 𝜙𝐼 + 𝜙𝐷 + i𝜔
𝑁𝐷𝑂𝐹
∑

𝛿=1
𝜁𝛿𝜙

𝑅
𝛿 . (2)

The perturbed potential of a unit amplitude wave, is the superposi-
tion of three elements: the incident 𝜙𝐼 , radiated 𝜙𝑅, and diffracted
𝜙𝐷 potentials. The radiated potential is further related to the body’s
motions – the 𝑁𝐷𝑂𝐹 Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) – through the Response
Amplitude Operator (RAO) of the 𝛿-th degree of freedom.

A boundary value problem is defined, and is solved with the BEM
solver Capytaine [34], the Python implementation of NEMOH, devel-
oped at Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France [35].

For the analysis of the power extraction, the WEC is equipped with a
PTO system, which typically exhibits complex nonlinear behavior [36]
due to the implementation of sophisticated control strategies to max-
imize power output [37]. However, for frequency domain analysis it
is often acceptable to linearize the PTO [38], so that the superposition
principle holds, allowing for simplification as a spring–damper system.
The equation of motion [39] for the displacement 𝜁 (𝜔), implementing
the PTO model, is:

[−𝜔2(M + A) + i𝜔(B + B𝑃𝑇𝑂) + (C + C𝑃𝑇𝑂)]𝜁 = F, (3)

where M is the body mass matrix, A denotes the added mass matrix,
B the radiation damping matrix, C the matrix of hydrostatic and grav-
itational restoring coefficients, and F represents the external excitation
forces, defined as the sum of diffraction and Froude–Krylov forces [40].
The matrices B𝑃𝑇𝑂 and C𝑃𝑇𝑂, are, respectively, the damping and
stiffness associated to the linear PTO.

The mean power absorbed by a WEC over a monochromatic wave
period is

𝑃 = 1
2
𝜔2𝜁𝑇B𝑃𝑇𝑂𝜁

∗, (4)

sing the superscripts 𝑇 to represent the transpose and ∗ the complex
onjugate.

In this study, a linear PTO model is used to simulate the behavior of
he PTO system, and two typical control strategies used for WECs are
onsidered, both with constant coefficients: reactive control and passive
ontrol. In the passive control strategy, the PTO system is configured to
rovide only a linear PTO resistance load (damping force). On the other
and, in the linear reactive control strategy, both the PTO reactance
3

t

nd the PTO damping coefficient can be varied to tune the device’s
ehavior. By adjusting these parameters, the WEC’s response can be
ptimized to achieve maximum power absorption. For WECs with one
oF under passive control, the power absorption is maximized when

Passive PTO Reactive PTO

𝐵𝑝
𝑃𝑇𝑂 =

√

𝐵2 + 1
𝜔2

(

− (𝑀 + 𝐴)𝜔2 + 𝐶
)2 𝐵𝑎

𝑃𝑇𝑂 = 𝐵

𝐶𝑝
𝑃𝑇𝑂 = 0 𝐶𝑎

𝑃𝑇𝑂 = (𝑀 + 𝐴)𝜔2 − 𝐶

(5)

It is worth noting that such conditions for maximum power ex-
traction are valid for a linear unconstrained monochromatic system,
while sub-optimal otherwise. However, this is not a limitation for the
current study, since the focus is to investigate the interplay between
power absorption and wave attenuation. In order to draw meaningful
conclusions, it is sufficient to have a level playing field of compari-
son; in addition, it is preferable to maintain simple simulating condi-
tions (i.e. linear unconstrained model), to make results intelligible and
facilitate interpretation via inference of causality.

To investigate the sensitivity of the control strategies on WEC
performance, either in power extraction and wave field attenuation,
we vary the values of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 to tune the system’s response.
We then compare the results with an uncontrolled WEC configura-
tion, where 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 are both set to zero. This uncontrolled
scenario serves as a baseline for evaluating the effectiveness of the
control strategies in enhancing power absorption and overall WEC
performance.

For the analysis of the environmental impact, the disturbance coef-
ficient 𝐾𝑑 , defined as

𝐾𝑑 = 𝜂𝑃 ∕𝜂𝐼 , (6)

is used, where 𝜂𝑃 is the total perturbed free surface elevation ampli-
tude, whereas 𝜂𝐼 is the undisturbed one; therefore, the disturbance
oefficient represents the change in the wave field caused by the
resence and action of the body with respect to the condition with only
n incident wave. In particular, within a coastal protection perspective,
he interest is in minimizing 𝐾𝑑 , so as to reduce the impact of the wave
ield especially in the lee of the body.

In this study, the simulation domain for the BEM is a 800m ×
00m grid, with uniform spatial discretization of 2m in both directions.
he single WEC and the farm of WECs are all placed in the center
f the domain, placing the shoreline at a distance of 400m, or less.
his distance aligns with the requirements for coastal protection and
he shallow water depth requirement for the OSWC technology. Higher
idelity models might offer greater accuracy but come at the cost of
ignificantly higher computational resources. On the other hand, the
EM, despite being less precise, especially in power estimation [41],
emains computationally manageable.

The linear potential theory used in this study prevents the simula-
ion of extreme events. Typically, WEC designs incorporate mechanisms
o handle such scenarios, including transitioning into survival mode.
or instance, certain WECs may cease the PTO and energy extraction,
ut their physical presence can still generate a wake, leading to wave
ttenuation. However, this study does not cover such cases.

Moreover, the distance of the WEC or WEC farm from the shore also
ndorses the representation of the waves as planar: assuming a coast
eveloping for several meters, the approaching waves tend to become
ormal to the shore as they propagate towards shallow waters [42].
urthermore, to appropriately address the conditions of a particular
ea site, high-quality metocean data would be essential, as highlighted
n [43]. However, for the purpose of simplicity and broad applicability,
his study opts for regular waves.
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Fig. 1. PeWEC’s schematic design and main technical characteristics, inspired by [44].
3. Comparative analysis of PeWEC and OSWC

In this section, we compare two different WECs, based on distinct
working principles, the PeWEC (Pendulum Wave Energy Converter)
and the OSWC (Oscillating Surge Wave Converter). The PeWEC is de-
signed for closed seas and operates as a rotating mass device, extracting
energy through the pitching motion of a floating hull. It utilizes a
pendulum’s relative motion to the shaft of an electrical generator for
power extraction [44]. As a directional device, PeWEC aligns with the
incoming waves thanks to a mooring system based on a spreading
catenary. The OSWC is a pitching flap, hinged at its base to a fixed
axis, secured to the seabed, and primarily operates in shallow to in-
termediate waters [45]. The oscillatory movement of the OWSC drives
two hydraulic cylinders connected to the flap and the fixed sub-frame,
generating electricity through an electrical generator placed onshore.
The OSWC is also a directional device, and works at its best with
incoming waves without spreading.

A sketch of the devices and their technical features are displayed in
Figs. 1 and 2, for the PeWEC and OSWC, respectively.

A comparison of the hydrodynamics of both WECs (see Fig. 3)
reveals different behaviors. Despite different orders of magnitude in
absolute value, the trend of the radiation damping is similar for the
two devices. The diffraction force, however, shows a very different be-
havior, with a single peak for the OSWC compared to the configuration
of peaks and throats of the PeWEC. Radiation and diffraction forces,
along with the hydrostatic stiffness and inertial properties, contribute
to build up the RAO which, in turns, determines the amplitude of the
response and the power extraction.

The wave field attenuation depends on both the radiation and
diffraction contributions. On the one hand, the effect of diffraction is
independent from the motion response, at least in the linear approxima-
tion, and mostly depends on the geometric characteristics: the OSWC
device is much taller than the PeWEC, and so its encumbrance; hence
the magnitude of diffraction is larger, and only one peak period is
present. Conversely, the PeWEC is a floating device, hence diffraction
is smaller, and with multiple peaks. On the other hand, the effect of
radiation depends also on the amplitude of the response, since the
radiation force is obtained multiplying the radiation damping and the
velocity. Therefore, while both radiation and diffraction depend on
the wave period, it can be expected that PTO tuning affects only the
component of wave attenuation due to radiation.
4

Finally, although Fig. 3 clearly shows a different hydrodynamics for
the two WEC types, it is not sufficient to conclude on their effectiveness
as wave attenuators. For this reason, a visualization of the wave fields
is shown in Fig. 4, in terms of disturbance coefficient 𝐾𝑑 . In particular,
the top row of Fig. 4 is obtained by summing to the unperturbed wave
field, the radiation and diffraction perturbations, that are displayed
separately. Note that, in order to simplify the graphical representation
with the same color bar scale, radiation and diffraction contributions
are presented in absolute values, instead of negative and positive.

Both WECs are analyzed at their respective resonance period, where
their motion and power extraction is most significant. The radiating
component of 𝐾𝑑 reflects the behavior of the radiation damping seen
in Fig. 3, showing similarities for both the OSWC and the PeWEC. In
contrast, the diffraction pattern is distinctly circular for the PeWEC,
and the values smaller. The OSWC, having a similar shape for both
the radiating and diffracting contributions, presents an oscillatory per-
turbed wave field in front of the device and a visible wake downstream.
Conversely, the PeWEC produces a zone of increased wave height in its
lee, going against the principle of wave attenuation we are seeking in
this study.

Therefore, Fig. 4 suggests that the PeWEC is not as effective for
coastal protection as the OSWC. Similar conclusions can be obtained
for other wave frequencies, which have not been presented here for
compactness.

Nevertheless, considering that a WEC intended for both wave atten-
uation and power extraction would invariably feature a PTO system,
the forthcoming section provides an overview of the implementation
of two control strategies before making definitive comparisons between
the OSWC and the PeWEC.

4. Influence of the control strategy on a single device

The incorporation of a PTO system in WECs enables the conversion
of mechanical energy into electricity, resulting in power production.
Simultaneously, the presence of the PTO system alters the motion
response of the WEC body, leading to notable effects on the surrounding
wave field, particularly the radiated wave field, which is directly linked
to the RAO of the WEC (see Eq. (2)). Considering the complexity of
control strategies and their potential impact on WEC performance, a
preliminary analysis using a linear PTO model is implemented (see
Eq. (3)) with two strategies: passive and reactive PTO. By initially using
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Fig. 2. OSWC’s schematic design and main technical characteristics, inspired from [45].
Fig. 3. Evolution of the RAO, the radiation damping and magnitude of diffraction force
coefficient with the wave period, for the OSWC and the PeWEC.

optimal values for 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂, the corresponding free surface is
calculated, along with the size of the wake behind the WEC, when
present. The wake is identified as the continuous region for which
there is a wave attenuation of at least 10% (so 𝐾𝑑 <= 0.9); in this
definition, continuous refers to the fact that nowhere within the region
𝐾𝑑 is allowed to be above 0.9. Such a limit of 0.9 is a reasonable
threshold to consider that a WEC farm is bringing a beneficial wave
attenuation effect and an effective coastal protection. In addition to the
wake width, a wake intensity, drawing inspiration from the Betz limit
5

Fig. 4. Overview of the perturbed, radiated and diffracted wave fields, in terms of
disturbance coefficient, for the OSWC and the PeWEC, at their respective resonance
period. Note that radiation and diffraction perturbations are plotted in absolute values.

in the wind energy sector, is defined as the area included below the
𝐾𝑑 <= 0.9 (the colored zone in Fig. 5(b)), relative to the area of the
same extension from the line at 𝐾𝑑 = 0.9 to 𝐾𝑑 = 0.0 (no wave).

Within the wake region, different sections can be taken at different
distances in the lee of the WEC, effectively representing different rela-
tive position between the WEC and coastline; in this way, it is possible
to elaborate on the most convenient installation distance from shore
of a potential farm in order to obtain the required coastal protection
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Fig. 5. Free surface, in terms of disturbance coefficient, for the single OSWC, without PTO, at 𝑇 = 6 s.
Fig. 6. Evolution of the wake, in terms of width and intensity, of the OSWC with the
wave period, for the single WEC, without PTO, and with reactive PTO.

objectives. The section at the domain limit, i.e. at 𝑥 = 400m, is chosen
as the nominal distance for the comparison along the entire paper. In
Fig. 5, a visual representation of the wake is shown, showing multiple
𝑦-sections. As Fig. 5(a) shows, the OSWC gives an oscillating perturbed
wave field in the front part of the WEC, but also creates a wake in its
lee. The wake width increases with increasing distance from the WEC.
However, the wake intensity decreases, since the wake is less and less
deep. In the case displayed in Fig. 5(b), the wake width goes from 116m
at 𝑥 = 100m to 220m at 𝑥 = 400m, and the wake intensity goes from
0.34 to 0.15. The wake width and intensity are then computed for the
entire range of wave periods considered, and the results are shown in
Fig. 6.

Reactive control, with its two adjustable parameters, offers the most
favorable conditions for optimizing power extraction, representing the
optimal scenario in this regard. Conversely, passive control generally
results in reduced power production compared to reactive control.
When examining the wave attenuation behind the WEC, as depicted
in Fig. 6, we observe two cases: one without PTO (and consequently,
no power production), and another with reactive PTO, known for its
6

Fig. 7. Evolution of the wake, in terms of width and intensity, of the PeWEC with the
wave period, for the single PeWEC, without PTO, and with reactive PTO.

superior power production performance. Since the passive control case
yields wake results similar to reactive control, it is not shown. In both
scenarios, a wake is observed, but only for a limited range of wave
periods. Specifically, the wake widens as the wave period increases
until approximately 𝑇 = 7 s, beyond which it vanishes for longer
periods. Interestingly, the intensity of the wake follows an opposite
trend, indicating that for longer wave periods, the wake becomes
broader but less intense. The presence of PTO appears to eliminate
the wake after around 𝑇 = 6 s, so at smaller periods compared to
the case without control. This observation suggests that for larger
wave periods, particularly near the WEC’s resonance, the device experi-
ences substantial excitation, resulting in a pronounced radiation effect
compared to diffraction. Consequently, the surrounding wave field is
significantly disturbed and not attenuated. Moreover, when the PTO is
present, the wake is slightly smaller and less intense than the case of
the uncontrolled WEC.

Although the differences in the wake of the two cases (no PTO and
reactive PTO) seem negligible, they are an indicator that modifying
the PTO tuning parameters has an impact on the wave attenuation
pattern, already with the single device. However, using optimal PTO
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Fig. 8. Representation of the variable PTO analysis, varying the point cloud according
to power, wake width and wake intensity. The points represent all the combinations
of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 , 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 , and wave period, for the single OSWC case. The color represents the
value, according to the respective color bars. The star represents the area of maximum
possible power.

parameters alone might not lead to substantial wave attenuation. It is
worth noting that such small periods are typical of closed seas, like the
Mediterranean Sea, where the OSWC would not produce at its potential
maximum, but would have a dual positive effect on the coast.
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When examining the PeWEC without the PTO system, we observe
that the wake width is comparable to that of the OSWC. However, it
is accompanied by instabilities and notably reduced wake intensity,
as illustrated in Fig. 7. Upon implementing the PTO system for the
PeWEC, the results exhibit a stark contrast, with the wake disappearing
rapidly for smaller wave periods. This behavior can be attributed to
the fact that at 𝑇 = 6 s, the wave period is in close proximity to
the resonance of the PeWEC. During resonance conditions, the PeWEC
experiences maximum excitation and may not generate a wake, similar
to the OSWC. Additionally, being a floating device, it generates minimal
diffraction. These observations, along with the insights discussed in
Section 3, collectively strengthen the conclusion that the PeWEC’s
effectiveness in terms of coastal protection is limited. Nonetheless, the
PeWEC could be considered a more versatile option for installation in
comparison to the OSWC. While its wave attenuation capabilities may
be modest, they may still be adequate to meet specific requirements
at certain sea sites, which may impose less stringent wave attenuation
criteria than the 10% chosen for this study. However, for the sake of
simplicity, the remainder of the paper focuses on the OSWC.

To gain further insights into the variability of the two objectives
of the study, a PTO with variable values for damping and stiffness is
implemented for the OSWC. Therefore, 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 is varied in a uniform
way in the range {0, 2𝑒8}Nms, and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 in the range {−2𝑒8, 2𝑒8}Nm
for the whole range of wave periods considered. Such analysis, based
on the exhaustive search method, allows to consider the impact of the
PTO on wave field attenuation, when the primary focus is not solely on
maximizing power production.

Given that the parameters of interest are power, wake width, and
wake intensity, they are visualized on distinct two-dimensional Pareto
fronts, as shown in Fig. 8, to have an insights into their trade-offs.
Notably, only a limited set of combinations of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂, 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂, and wave
period can simultaneously achieve high power and a broad wake, as
indicated by the star on the plots. While these combinations result in a
relatively shallow wake, they guarantee at least 10% wave attenuation.
However, if a more substantial wave attenuation is required, a compro-
mise between extended attenuation and power output must be sought.
Furthermore, when the wave period is fixed at 𝑇 = 6 s, where the
presence of a wake is established from previous results, Fig. 9 illustrates
how wake characteristics and power vary with different PTO values. It
becomes evident that optimizing the PTO for maximum wave attenua-
tion does not align with the goal of maximizing power extraction. The
peak wake, in terms of width or intensity, is achieved with small values
of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂, which, in turn, yield low power output. Conversely, a trade-off
appears more likely for positive stiffness values. In any case, the passive
control strategy is not particularly advantageous (the horizontal line at
𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 = 0MNm).

The same analysis may be done for other distances of the coast
from the WEC (see Fig. 5(b)) and find different combinations of the
parameters. Furthermore, this result is valid for a single device: con-
sidering multiple WECs in farms may alter the observed behavior.
In fact, all of the above considerations have served the purpose to
build up sensitivity about the effect of each parameter on the overall
behavior; more meaningful considerations, closer to a more realistic
array application case, as presented in Section 5.
Fig. 9. Representation of the variable PTO analysis, for the single OSWC at 𝑇 = 6 s. The parameters of interest (wake width, wake intensity, and power) are displayed with
different colors, for varying values of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 .
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Fig. 10. Free surface, in terms of disturbance coefficient, for the 3-WEC aligned farm, without PTO, at 𝑇 = 6 s.

Fig. 11. Free surface, in terms of disturbance coefficient, for the 3-WEC staggered farm, without PTO, at 𝑇 = 6 s.

Fig. 12. Wake behind the single WEC and the farm of 3 and 5 WECs, for the different layouts. 𝑇 = 6 s and there is no PTO.
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Fig. 13. The 𝑞-factor for each WEC in the 3-WEC farms, both aligned and staggered
configurations, is graphically represented here. In this context, the 𝑞-factor is defined
as the ratio of the power produced by an individual WEC within the farm to the
power generated by a standalone WEC employing the same control strategy. The black
line in the graph represents the threshold for 3 isolated devices. When the 𝑞-factor
is below this threshold, it indicates that the farm’s overall power extraction is less
efficient. Conversely, when the 𝑞-factor exceeds this threshold, grouping the OSWCs
closely together results in more favorable outcomes.

5. Influence of the control strategy on WEC farms

WEC farms offer various deployment possibilities, including differ-
ent layouts and distances between devices, presenting a multitude of
potential scenarios. Considering the proximity of these farms to the
coast and installation constraints, this study focuses on farms consisting
of one or two lines of WECs. Moreover, the number of WECs is limited
to three or five, as they create an array that can be seen as modular,
replicable several times for larger installations. As for the distance
among the WECs, it has to be large enough for maintenance and cabling
cost purposes; however, if it is too large, no interactions occur and each
WEC can be considered as a single device. For all these reasons, two
sets of farm layouts are analyzed: an aligned farm, a staggered farm,
each counting 3 or 5 WECs. The inter-device distance is twice the WEC
length in both directions. Although interactions are dependent on the
WEC spacing, we limit ourselves to a unique distance, in order to focus
on the effect of the tuning of the PTO; nevertheless, the distance chosen
is typically representative of the optimal spacing found in optimization
studies in the literature [25,46]. Each WEC in the farm is equipped
with passive or reactive PTO systems, with the optimal values for 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂
and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 that, in principle, may be different for all of them. While
in practical applications, it is preferable for each device within the
farm to have its individualized and ideally tuned PTO system, and
more efficient control strategies may be available, this study opts for a
uniform PTO configuration across all WECs within the farm, consistent
with that of the single device. In the scenarios involving the use of
optimal values, as specified by Eq. (5) using matrices, the interactions
among WECs are factored into the PTO system. When investigating
the variable PTO values, all WECs within the farm are assigned the
same parameter value. This approach, although potentially suboptimal
in terms of control, is chosen to maintain simplicity in the analysis.

In addition to the classical power (Eq. (4)), the 𝑞-factor is used,
representing the power extracted by the farm compared to the power
extracted by the same number of devices considered separately, and is
defined as:

𝑞 =
𝑃𝑎 , (7)
9

𝑛𝐵 𝑃𝑠
Fig. 14. Representation of the variable PTO analysis, varying the point cloud according
to power, wake width and wake intensity. The points represent all the combinations of
𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 , 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 , and wave period, for the 3-WEC aligned farm case. The color represents
the value, according to the respective color bars.

where 𝑃𝑎 is the power extracted by the farm, 𝑃𝑠 the power extracted
by the single device in the same conditions, times the number of bodies
𝑛𝐵 . A value of 𝑞 above unity indicates positive interactions leading to
increased power production; conversely, if 𝑞 < 1, putting the WECs in
a farm is not convenient, as the overall power decreases.

In the aligned farm layout, 3 or 5 WECs are placed on a single line,
all of them exposed to the incoming waves, see Fig. 10. The WEC in the
middle is influenced in a symmetrical way by the WECs on the sides,
resulting in a stronger impact on the wave field compared to a single
WEC (Fig. 12(a)). In the staggered farm configuration, one, and two
WECs are positioned behind the first line, which partially covers them
from the incoming waves. The resulting wave field is also symmetrical
(Fig. 11), and the interactions are strong, since the WECs are closer
together with respect to the aligned layout. From Figs. 10, 11, 12, the
different wake, especially close to the WEC farm is clear. At 𝑥 = 400m,
the wake of the aligned farm is slightly larger and more uniform than
the staggered farm one, but both are larger than the wake of a single
OSWC, motivating the need for deploying multiple WECs together to
increase wave attenuation, and not only power production.
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Fig. 15. Representation of the variable PTO analysis for the 3-WEC aligned farm, at 𝑇 = 6 s. The parameters of interest (wake width, wake intensity, and power) are displayed
with different colors, for varying values of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 .

Fig. A.16. Free surface, in terms of disturbance coefficient, for the 5-WEC aligned farm, without PTO, at 𝑇 = 6 s.

Fig. A.17. Free surface, in terms of disturbance coefficient, for the 5-WEC staggered farm, without PTO, at 𝑇 = 6 s.
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Fig. A.18. The 𝑞-factor for each WEC in the 5-WEC farms, both aligned and staggered
configurations, is graphically represented here. In this context, the 𝑞-factor is defined
as the ratio of the power produced by an individual WEC within the farm to the
power generated by a standalone WEC employing the same control strategy. The black
line in the graph represents the threshold for 5 isolated devices. When the 𝑞-factor
is below this threshold, it indicates that the farm’s overall power extraction is less
efficient. Conversely, when the 𝑞-factor exceeds this threshold, grouping the OSWCs
closely together results in more favorable outcomes.

Implementing the PTO in the model allows to extract energy and to
further change the wake behind the farm. Computing the 𝑞-factor for
each WEC in the farm, (Fig. 13), we can appreciate that a staggered
WEC farm implementing reactive control is the most efficient in terms
of power production, for 𝑇 = 6 s. However, that configuration may not
be the most effective in attenuate the wave behind the farm. Similar
considerations can be made for the 5-WEC farms (see Appendix).

When the damping and stiffness values of the PTO are adjusted, an
agreement between power production and wave attenuation becomes
possible, even in the context of a WEC farm. In the case of the
3-WEC aligned farm (please refer to Fig. 14), the results exhibit a
more intricate relationship compared to the single OSWC, while still
demonstrating a trade-off between power output and wake width. In
addition, the range of wake intensity is notably broader with respect
to Fig. 8. These findings suggest that the 3-WEC aligned farm is
favorable concerning all three parameters examined when compared to
the isolated WEC case. Similar observations can be made for the 3-WEC
staggered farm; however, the layouts of the 5-WEC farm lead to more
complex plots (see Appendix). In this case, devising a control strategy
to achieve an optimal trade-off becomes more intricate. Interestingly, at
a wave period of 𝑇 = 6 s, the plots for the WEC farms (Fig. 15) remain
relatively consistent with those of the single WEC. This consistency
implies that maximizing both power production and wave attenuation
is not achievable with the same combination of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂,
highlighting the need for a compromise.

6. Conclusion

As the energy and environmental landscapes evolve, a compre-
hensive solution that harnesses wave energy for electricity generation
while also mitigating wave forces reaching the shore to protect coast-
lines is essential. While it may be intuitive to assume that energy
extraction from waves will result in an attenuated wave field near the
coast, in reality, this may not always be the case. However, historically,
power extraction and wave attenuation have been treated as separate
considerations in the design of wave energy conversion technologies,
leading to limited knowledge in this area. This paper takes a new
11
Fig. A.19. Representation of the variable PTO analysis, varying the point cloud
according to power, wake width and wake intensity. The points represent all the
combinations of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 , 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 , and wave period, for the 3-WEC staggered farm case.
The color represents the value, according to the respective color bars.

perspective with a holistic approach, considering multiple aspects of
wave energy conversion technologies, which could have significant
implications for marine sector strategies.

Initially, two different WEC technologies, PeWEC and OSWC, are
analyzed. The hydrodynamics of these technologies are compared, both
in their uncontrolled states and equipped with a linear PTO system,
using passive and reactive control strategies. Given that the PeWEC
demonstrates minimal wave attenuation, the focus of the study shifts
towards the OSWC, which exhibits more potential for coastal protection
purposes. Subsequently, a multi-objective optimization approach is em-
ployed, involving an exhaustive search of PTO parameters, particularly
damping and stiffness, across various wave periods. This optimization
strategy enables the integration of two initially separate objectives,
power production and wave attenuation, yielding a Pareto front that
showcases trade-offs between these two aspects. The results unveils
a possible set of combinations of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂, 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂, and wave period that
can provide maximum power generation and wake width, albeit with a
relatively mild wake intensity. Additionally, the presence of a wake is
confined to wave periods up to 𝑇 = 6 s, typically indicative of more
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Fig. A.20. Representation of the variable PTO analysis, varying the point cloud
according to power, wake width and wake intensity. The points represent all the
combinations of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 , 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 , and wave period, for the 5-WEC aligned farm case. The
color represents the value, according to the respective color bars.

sheltered sea conditions. Importantly, these outcomes are inherently
linked to the specific design of the WEC, and altering the hydrodynamic
features of the device could expand its applicability to a broader range
of sea sites.

Considering the common practice of deploying WECs in farms to
achieve cost-effectiveness, the interactions between devices in the farm
may significantly impact the objectives of this study. Various farm
layouts, including three and five WECs, in both aligned and staggered
configurations, equipped with PTOs, are evaluated. The presence of
multiple WECs within the farm contributes to greater perturbations
in the wave field, resulting in more pronounced wave disturbance
coefficients. However, the specific layout of the farm, the spacing
between the WECs, and the utilization of versatile PTOs for each device
may exert additional influence on the dynamics. These aspects warrant
further exploration, as they can significantly impact the balance be-
tween power production and coastal protection. In a broader context,
the study underscores the potential for elevating coastal protection
12
Fig. A.21. Representation of the variable PTO analysis, varying the point cloud
according to power, wake width and wake intensity. The points represent all the
combinations of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 , 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 , and wave period, for the 5-WEC staggered farm case.
The color represents the value, according to the respective color bars.

to a level of equal importance with power production in the design
of WEC farms. Future research may consider selecting a specific real-
world coastal location and, in consideration of the site’s unique coastal
protection requirements, assess the potential for power generation
once wave attenuation needs are met. Even if a WEC farm’s coastal
protection capabilities fall short of meeting minimal requirements, it
does not rule out the possibility of a complementary solution. As long
as the WEC farm contributes to some degree of wave attenuation, it
could be installed in proximity to an existing breakwater or groyne,
potentially extending the structure’s service life.

In summary, the findings of this study have far-reaching impli-
cations for coastal management strategies, suggesting that optimized
WEC farm designs and control strategies can provide a sustainable
solution for both renewable energy generation and coastal protection.
This approach offers coastal regions the opportunity to harness wave
energy while concurrently safeguarding their shorelines.
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Fig. A.22. Representation of the variable PTO analysis for the 3-WEC staggered farm, at 𝑇 = 6 s. The parameters of interest (wake width, wake intensity, and power) are displayed
with different colors, for varying values of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 .
Fig. A.23. Representation of the variable PTO analysis for the 5-WEC aligned farm, at 𝑇 = 6 s. The parameters of interest (wake width, wake intensity, and power) are displayed
with different colors, for varying values of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 .
Fig. A.24. Representation of the variable PTO analysis for the 5-WEC staggered farm, at 𝑇 = 6 s. The parameters of interest (wake width, wake intensity, and power) are displayed
with different colors, for varying values of 𝐵𝑃𝑇𝑂 and 𝐶𝑃𝑇𝑂 .
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Appendix. Additional farm results

Here, we present supplementary results for the farm scenarios, as
an extension to the discussion in Section 5. Specifically, Figs. A.16,A.17
illustrate the alterations in the free surface, with a particular emphasis
13
on the wake, when deploying 5 WECs, arranged both in alignment and
staggered configurations, without PTO. Additionally, Fig. A.18 provides
the 𝑞-factor for the individual OSWCs in the 5-WEC farms. Figs. A.19–
A.24 represents the variable PTO analysis for the 3-WEC staggered
farm, and the 5-WEC aligned and staggered farms.
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